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Carbase Christmas Party 2023


Celebrating In Style'Tis the season, and Carbase knows how to celebrate! This year's Christmas party, held at the Bristol Museum and Art Gallery ...
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Goodbye Ford Fiesta


For many years the iconic Ford Fiesta has been considered a reliable car that provides its owners with an enjoyable and comfortable drive. However ...
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Carbase Spotacular Fundraiser 2023


We're not just about selling cars; we're helping paint a brighter future. This year's Spotacular Fundraiser is all about embracing color, creativi ...
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Drive Away Today with Same Day Used Cars


You no longer have to wait for your new car day - take your new vehicle home the same day and drive away today with Carbase.Designed to make b ...
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Carbase: A Great Place to Work!


Carbase: Driving Excellence as a Great Place to Work In a time when the emphasis on employee satisfaction and nurturing a positive workplace ...
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We Want Your Car or Van!


Looking to sell your car or van? Simply enter a few details to get your valuation - quick and easy!If you're thinking of selling your cu ...
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Carbase Supports Acorns Rugby Team


Carbase Supports Acorns Rugby Team Carbase proudly sponsors the Acorns rugby team of North Petherton RFC. This partnership boosts the local ...
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Celebrating the Heart of Carbase At The Auto Trader Retailer Awards 2023


Scooping up the Winners Trophy for the People & Culture Award!!   We're delighted to share the news that Carbase has been honoured ...
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Brent Knoll Is On The Move!


Our story began 20 years ago, in 2003 when we opened our doors to the first Carbase location in the charming village of Brent Knoll. Despite our g ...
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UK New Petrol And Diesel Car Ban Delayed To 2035


In November 2020, the UK Government announced ambitious plans to ban the sale of brand-new Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles by 2030.F ...
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Saloon Showdown: Mercedes-Benz C Class vs BMW 3 Series


When it comes to luxury sedans, two titans consistently stand out: the Mercedes-Benz C Class and the BMW 3 Series. These iconic models have long c ...
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Battle of the Hatchbacks: Vauxhall Corsa vs Peugeot 208


In the realm of compact hatchbacks, the choices seem endless, but two contenders that consistently rise to the top are the Vauxhall Corsa and the ...
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Carbase Tough Mudder 2023


 When determination, teamwork, and a charitable spirit combine, incredible things can happen! The Carbase Warriors, a group of enthusiastic an ...
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The Safest Cars You Can Buy


When shopping for a car for you and your family, or for your fleet, we understand that while good looks and the latest technology are important, y ...
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Best Budget Cars That Wont Break The Bank


Whether you're looking for a more fuel-efficient motor or just want to upgrade to something a little more modern, value for money should be a prio ...
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Carbase Highly Rated 2023


Carbase Wins Autotrader's Highly Rated Award 4 Years in a Row - Thanks to You! We are thrilled to share a momentous achievement that fills o ...
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The Great Carbase Cake Off


We are overjoyed to celebrate our 20th birthday as a thriving family-run business! To commemorate this great milestone we invited our wonderful st ...
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Carbase Turns 20!


June 2023 marks a remarkable milestone for Carbase, as we proudly celebrate 20 years of being part of the automotive industry. Today, we take a mo ...
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Car Interior Cleaning: How to Clean your Cars Interior


When it comes to ensuring that your car remains in pristine condition, it's not just the outside of your car that you should look after. The insid ...
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Carbase Tee Off For MacMillan


Carbase is proud to share the incredible achievements of our team members who recently participated in the MacMillan Longest Day of Golf. With pas ...
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Carbase Race For Life 2023


The spirit of camaraderie was in full swing as teams from Carbase came together to participate in the highly anticipated Bristol 5k Race for Life. ...
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Cost of a Car Guide


Choosing whether or not to purchase a new car can be a hard decision and you might be thinking that driving away in a new set of wheels is a littl ...
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Your Journey Starts Here!


Buying a used car is very exciting, especially if you're a first-time buyer - a car is your passport to the open road! Before diving in, you'll ha ...
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What is MPG?


MPG, or miles per gallon, is a measure of the fuel efficiency of a vehicle. It tells us how many miles a car can travel on a single gallon of fuel ...
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Used Car Buying Guide




















Financing for Your Business FAQs


If you're a business owner, obtaining all the necessary vehicles to operate can be a significant investment; fortunately, we have various vehicle ...
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How you can pay for your next car or van


OutrightIf you have enough money saved up, buying your next car or van outright could be a viable option; you have the advantage of making a one ...
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CarGurus Top Rated Dealer 2023


CarGurus Top Rated Dealer 2023     We are extremely proud to announce that we have been awarded the prestigious title of "C ...
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Crew Cab Vans - Jargon Buster!


What exactly is a crew cab and how does it differ from a double cab or a quad cab? Well, a double cab and a quad cab both refer to an extended cab ...
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Used Car Buying Guide




















How to set up Apple CarPlay and Android Auto in your car or van


Apple CarPlay and Android Auto allow the safe use of key communication and navigation software while driving, both supporting apps such as Google ...
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Volvo V60 vs Audi A4 Avant


Volvo and Audi both produce highly sought-after cars so it's no surprise that you're considering buying one or the other. While it may once have b ...
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How to install a baby seat


To keep your little one safe, choosing the right child seat and installing it properly is very important. Child seats aren't just for babies any m ...
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Why do I have to pay VAT on some used vans?


When someone buys a new van, or indeed a new car, they'll pay 20% VAT on that purchase. Businesses (or individuals) who are VAT-registered are abl ...
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Volkswagen Golf vs Ford Focus


The VW Golf and Ford Focus have both been steady fixtures on the British car scene for decades, with the original Golf dating back to the 1970s, b ...
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Quick Guide To Buying A Used Audi


While BMW and Mercedes have long been considered the biggest players in the executive motoring world, the cars made by fellow German firm Audi ar ...
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Quick Guide To Buying A Used Volkswagen


Founded in 1937, Volkswagen has always been associated with good quality, accessible cars for all people. In fact, that's exactly what its name tr ...
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Quick guide to buying a used BMW


The number of people choosing pre-owned cars over new models has risen significantly in the last few years. It's understandable too - the deprecia ...
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What is cruise control and adaptive cruise control?


Cruise control is a helpful tool in improving the driving experience, with benefits for you the driver as well as your car - but how does it work ...
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Electric Van FAQs


Thanks to improved technologies, more charging stations, continued commitment to green decisions and recent fuel crises, electric vans are becomin ...
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Can I still drive my car after 2030?


From 2035, new petrol and diesel cars will no longer be sold in the UK to help reduce carbon emissions. The idea behind the ban is to shift car ow ...
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Should I buy a car with high mileage?


Finding and buying a new car can be a challenging process with a lot to consider such as the make, model, whether it's 3-door or 5-door, petrol or ...
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Common MOT fails and how to avoid them


An MOT refers to the annual test required to keep most vehicles roadworthy and stands for Ministry of Transport - the government department respon ...
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Bristol CAZ Shire Leasing Van Scheme


Helping You Upgrade Into Your ULEZ & CAZ Compliant Van  The Bristol Clean Air Zone is now in place and non-compliant vehicles are requir ...
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Carbase Christmas Party 2022


Team Carbase - Thank you! The Carbase | Vanbase Team were suited, booted and looking dazzling for this year's Christmas Party. Held at the Br ...
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Will I have to scrap my vehicle after 2030? NO!


From 2035, the sale of new petrol and diesel cars will be banned in the UK to cut carbon emissions, but this doesn't mean you will have to scrap y ...
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What are good alternatives to the Ford Fiesta?


Known as one of the best-handling cars in the world of motoring, the Ford Fiesta is difficult to fault. A pleasure to drive, the Fiesta is com ...
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Best student cars


As a student, you're probably looking for a car that's just as reliable as it is cheap to run. Whether you use it to get to classes or to travel h ...
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Carbase Highly Commended - Used Car Awards 2022


Carbase are 'Highly Commended' for Used Car Supermarket of the Year! In October we were shortlisted to a group of 10 brilliant Use ...
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Carbase SPOT-acular Fundraiser


We went SPOT-acular for Children in Need 2022! Supporting this wonderful charity is an absolute pleasure, and it was amazing to see our wonderful ...
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Vanbase Are Moving


Vanbase are MovingThe wheels are in motion and the big move date is on! We are pleased to announce the next exciting step on our journey... From ...
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Local Charging Point Guide


Charging points are individual devices that allow users to charge their electric vehicles and are also known as charging stations and electric veh ...
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£0 Deposit Flexible Finance Deals


Yes, £0 deposit! Here at Carbase, we can help you drive away a new vehicle with no deposit. Check our Car Finance Calculator or Van Finance Calcul ...
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ULEZ and CAZ - What's the Difference?


ULEZ and CAZ Zones ExplainedMajor cities across the UK are adopting low emission zones to reduce their environmental impact. But as more cities ...
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Top tips for reducing fuel consumption


Even with the cost of fuel having come down slightly, it is still far above prices we are used to seeing, and with all sorts of bills going up ami ...
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Electric and Eco Jargon explainer


Electric vehicles have boomed in popularity these last ten years with most manufacturers each having a range of EVs to choose from, but what does ...
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Finance Your Next Van With Lease Purchase


Finance Your Next Van With Lease Purchase  When buying a van for your business or personal use, you may not have 100% of the funding you ...
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Ford Transit Custom vs Vauxhall Vivaro


Buying your next used van is a big commitment and a decision that shouldn't be taken lightly.Whether you need a medium van for business or ple ...
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A guide to the best city cars


City cars have not only remained popular over the past few years, but they've also continued to develop, getting better all the time. The days of ...
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Taking care of your tyres


The Carbase Guide to Caring for Your Tyres Your tyres are a crucial part of your car and the only part of your vehicle that touches the grou ...
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Why join the Carbase team?


Why You Should Join the Carbase Team   Carbase is a trusted, family-run used vehicle business in the South-West UK, with local root ...
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Getting your car or van prepared for part exchange


If you're looking to buy a new car or van, the chances are you have an old vehicle to sell. Although there are many routes that you can take to ge ...
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The Human Touch When Buying Used Cars And Vans


The Human Touch When Buying Used Cars & Vans Buying your next car or van could well be about more than make, model and engine size. For many ...
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Top Cars for Bristol Clean Air Zone


What Does The ULEZ Badge Mean? We display a ULEZ badge on all Ultra Low Emission vehicles on our website, allowing you to easily see which o ...
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Carbase Highly Rated 2022!


Carbase Achieved Auto Trader Highly Rated 3 Years Running!  Smiles all around as Carbase & Vanbase are awarded Highly Rated on Auto Trade ...
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The best summer convertibles


Despite all the rain we have in the UK, so many of us love the idea of putting the roof down and catching some rays on the few beautiful sunny day ...
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How to Keep Your Van Secure


A van is no small investment, and whether you use yours for work, as a camper, or just to ferry around your growing brood, having your van damaged ...
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What is the best car for towing a caravan?


Over the past couple of years, staycations have become more and more popular, and the trend is likely to continue! After all, why not spend time e ...
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Van Finance at Vanbase


Van Finance at Vanbase We all know life can throw us curve balls and whether that comes in the form of a new arrival to the family or your ol ...
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What does a major service involve?


    What Does a Major Service Involve? Getting your car serviced is an important part of owning a car - it keeps everything ...
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What vans can I drive with my UK Driving License?


What Vans Can I Drive With my UK Driving License? We've all been in a situation when our cars just aren't big enough. Whether you've just do ...
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Ford Kuga vs Land Rover Evoque; which SUV is best?


Which SUV is Best: Ford Kuga Vs Land Rover Range Rover Evoque  So you're looking for a new car and thinking about an SUV. Well of course ...
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Guide To Buying Your First Car


Our Guide to Buying Your First Car Congratulations, you're buying your first car! It's a major milestone in any driver's life and a moment y ...
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Top 10 Cars with Low Tax


The Top 10 Cars With Low Tax Owning a car comes with many benefits, the freedom of being able to go wherever and whenever you choose is high ...
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CarGurus Top Rated Dealer 2022


CarGurus Top Rated Dealer 2022   We're proud to be a CarGurus Top-Rated Dealer for 2022! This year marks the 6th annual CarGurus Top ...
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Payment Assist


Spread the Cost of Your Bill  Here at the Carbase Autocentres, we understand the possibility that your car or van can go wrong unexpected ...
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MotoNovo Extra Mile Award


Carbase Wins MotoNovo Partnership Award   We're really pleased to have won the partnership award at the MotoNovo Extra Mile Awar ...
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Top cars for long distance journeys


The Top Cars For Long Trips  Whether it's a holiday on the other side of the country (or heading into Europe), taking your pride and joy ...
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Top 10 Reliable SUVs


The Top 10 Most Reliable SUVs SUVs have grown in popularity in recent years due to their safety, handling, size, and comfort, and with so ma ...
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Kia Sportage vs Nissan Qashqai; which SUV is best?


Which SUV is Better: Nissan Qashqai or Kia Sportage? You're looking at an SUV for your next used car and why wouldn't you? They're designed ...
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Guide to buying a used hybrid car


Buying a Used Hybrid When considering what used car to purchase next, it can be hard to know whether switching from a petrol or diesel car t ...
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What is the best family SUV?


There are many types of family-friendly SUVs that offer great storage space, advanced safety features, and comfortable driving. With extra seating ...
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Best selling cars in 2021


The Best Selling Cars in 2021  As we head into 2022, who knows what this year will bring! But with staycations still on the cards, why n ...
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The ultimate guide to owning an electric car


Your guide to owning an electric car  Following COP26 and the UK Government's other green initiatives, electric car ownership has contin ...
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How often do you need to service a BMW?


  Servicing Your BMW   Ensuring that your vehicle remains in pristine condition and performs to optimum standard, a ...
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What makes Carbase different


What Makes Carbase Different?  There are so many car dealerships around these days, it can be hard to know who you can trust. More and m ...
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Best Christmas gifts for car lovers


With Christmas fast approaching, many of us are busy buying gifts for all the favourite people in our lives. But choosing the perfect gift isn't a ...
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Selling or part-exchanging: what to bring with you checklist


What to Bring  Once you've decided on your new car or van, it's time to sell or part-exchange your old one. And the process couldn't be e ...
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What are the best 1.4 litre cars for insurance?


The Best 1.4 Litre Cars With Low Insurance Costs  After the initial cost of the car, insurance is one of the biggest expenses for many d ...
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The ultimate SUV buying guide


Our Ultimate Guide to Buying an SUV  You might be familiar with the term 'SUV', but do you know what really makes a car an SUV, or does ...
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Which used electric car should I buy?


Is an electric car right for me? This is arguably one of the most important questions a car buyer should ask themselves. Everyone is differen ...
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Carbase Apprentice IMI Skills Competition


 Congratulations to Luke Merchant, from our esteemed Autocentre team, who has earned a finalist position in the Automotive Technology catego ...
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What is the best van to convert to a campervan?


With campervans and caravans becoming a popular choice for holidaymakers, some people may prefer a more DIY approach and wish to convert their own ...
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Five simple car maintenance tips


Five Simple Car Maintenance TipsWe all know that buying a new used car is a big investment, especially following the aftermath of the COVID-19 pan ...
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Carbase Sponsor NPRFC


We love to help out in our local community, which is why we're so proud to be supporting North Petherton Rugby and Football Club! NPRFC is situate ...
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Bangers4Ben Is Back!


Carbase sponsors iVendi as they celebrate the 11th year of Bangers4Ben, hitting the best roads of Britain! Car Dealer's Bangers4Ben rally will rai ...
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Carbase Abseil for Bristol Childrens Hospital


Carbase Take On The Big Bristol Abseil  The team here at Carbase took a huge step and became hospital heroes! Abseiling off the landmark bu ...
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How our Auto Centres look after you and your car


  We're known for our quality used cars and excellent service, but did you know that here at Carbase, we also have our own Autocentres ...
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The guide to summer driving


Summer has well and truly arrived, and we're finally able to load up our boots, hit the open road and enjoy the sunshine.   However, what many ...
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The best time to trade in your car


Trade Your Car in The Right Way Following an unusual period, the pandemic has affected our everyday lives, but it has also affected used car ...
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Best used Hatchbacks 2015-2021


Hatchback cars provide an all-round excellent option for those looking for style, space, safety and economy. Over the years, hatchback cars have e ...
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The Ultimate Hot Hatch Buying Guide


You may or may not be familiar with the term 'hot hatchback'. If you are, do you know what really makes a hatchback 'hot'?Well, wonder no more ...
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Hatchbacks: Your Questions Answered


Hatchback Questions Answered  With an ever-growing car market, choosing the right car for you can be hard! Cars now come in every shape, ...
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Electric vehicle consumer trends revealed


Electric Vehicle Consumer Trends Revealed The rise of electronic vehicles (EVs) is a subject that has firmly found its way into the media sp ...
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What's the difference between Reserve & Collect and Click & Collect?


What's the difference between Reserve & Collect and Click & Collect?At Carbase, we're always looking for ways to make the car buying process as ...
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Auto Trader Highly Rated 2021


Auto Trader - Highly Rated 2021  We're so pleased to share the news that we are Highly Rated by Auto Trader for Our Customer Service in ...
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Small Hatchbacks: The Complete Buyers Guide


There's a good reason why you're likely to come across the word 'hatchback' when looking for a new car.Hatchbacks are one of Britain's most po ...
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We Are RAC Approved


We Are RAC Approved Buying a car is one of the biggest financial outlays you make, so we understand the importance of choosing the right veh ...
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Pip 'n' Jay Classique Road Run


Here at Carbase | Vanbase we love getting involved and supporting our local community charities and events, so we're very pleased to be a sponsor ...
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Best estate cars by size


Why an estate car?  If you are on the lookout for a vehicle that is spacious, practical and cost effective without losing out on style a ...
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The pawfect cars for canines


 For many of us, the pandemic offered the pawfect opportunity to welcome a new furry addition to the family. It's reported that a total of 3. ...
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Best Estate Cars 2022


Functional, practical, economical and stylish - estate cars have it all. But with so many models to choose from, it can be overwhelming when searc ...
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What is the difference between an MOT and a service?


MOT and Service - What's the Difference? When it comes to being a responsible vehicle owner, ensuring your car or van is regularly serviced ...
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Best Hybrid and Electric Estate Cars


Hybrid and Electric Estate Cars  In recent years, there's been a stark rise in the popularity of hybrid and electric estate cars, allowi ...
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Best estate cars for the outdoors adventurer


What Are The Best Cars for Adventuring Outdoors  Whether you're a keen explorer or your family love nothing more than embracing an outdo ...
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Best used estate cars in your price range


Best Value Estate Cars for Any Budget  If you're looking for a practical everyday car, don't underestimate the humble estate. Spacious a ...
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Clean Air Zones and Euro 6 vans explained


Clean Air Zones and Euro 6 Vans Explained We have a combined responsibility to safeguard the environment and take the necessary steps to ena ...
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Why buy from Carbase?


Why buy from Carbase?  Founded in 2003, Carbase is a family-run business that has grown in both strength and size. We now have five Carba ...
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Best Used Estate of the Year


Estate cars are perfect for those who want a vehicle that is spacious and practical, while still offering style and quality performance. With a wid ...
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CarGurus Top Rated Dealer 2021


Huge thanks go out to our dedicated staff, and to you, our amazing customers! We are thrilled to share this fantastic news... we couldn't have done ...
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Best Family Estates


With the warmer weather just around the corner, many of us are thinking about hitting the road, rallying up the family and exploring the great out ...
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What happens during an Interim service?


  What Happens During an Interim Service?  When it comes to keeping your vehicle in tip-top condition, regular servicing sh ...
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Why the interior of your car is just as important


When it comes to ensuring that your car remains in pristine condition, it's not just the outside of your car that you should look after. The inside ...
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Revealed: The most expensive used car warranty claims in 2020


When you're buying a used car, a comprehensive used car warranty is crucial to ensure you're protected against any costly repairs.  Not onl ...
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Vanbase Home Delivery


14 Day Van Home Delivery Money Back Guarantee!  Not sure whether our Van Home Delivery service is right for you? Well we have some amazi ...
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Carbase Glory at the CarDealer Used Car Awards 2020


Carbase Glory at the CarDealer Used Car Awards 2020 The CarDealer Used Car Awards was hosted virtually this year by Wheeler Dealer, Mike Brew ...
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Carbase Glory - Thank You cap hpi


Carbase Glory - Thank You cap hpiWith the announcement of being crowned Winners for 'Used Car Website of the Year' at the CarDealer Used Ca ...
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Carbase Glory - Thank You Flex from eBay Motors Group


Carbase Glory - Thank You Flex from eBay Motors GroupWith the announcement of being crowned Winners for 'Used Car Website of the Year' at t ...
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Carbase Glory - Thank You iVendi


Carbase Glory - Thank You iVendiWith the announcement of being crowned Winners for 'Used Car Website of the Year' at the CarDealer Used Car ...
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Carbase Glory - Thank You JudgeService


Carbase Glory - Thank You JudgeServiceWith the announcement of being crowned Winners for 'Used Car Website of the Year' at the CarDealer Us ...
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Carbase Glory - Thank You UK Turntables


Carbase Glory - Thank You UK TurntablesWith the announcement of being crowned Winners for 'Used Car Website of the Year' at the CarDealer U ...
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Carbase's Click & Collect and Home Delivery Services


Carbase's Reserve & Collect Service At Carbase, we're constantly trying to improve the service we provide to our customers. Covid-19 has chan ...
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Welcome Carbase Express


The Carbase Express Service At Carbase we are continually looking at ways to make our service even more accessible and convenient. Early in ...
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Carbase Express - Explained


Carbase Express Explained Our Express service is designed to make your buying experience as smooth and prompt as possible, so that you can e ...
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Carbase Help With Weston RNLI's Safety Vehicle


Giving back to our local community fills us with joy! With the help from NSSR, we gave the RNLI's safety vehicle a much needed face lift... The bo ...
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14 Day Home Delivery Money Back Guarantee


   14 Day Home Delivery Money Back Guarantee!Not sure whether our Home Delivery service is right for you? Well we have some amazing ...
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Car Dealer Live - Inside Carbase with Alex Jones


Car Dealer Live - Inside Carbase with Alex Jones  Earlier this month our very own Alex Jones - Head of Marketing & Digital was exclusive ...
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Van GAP insurance explained


You rely on your van to get you and your cargo from A to B, so it makes sense to know your options when it comes to looking after it.GAP Insura ...
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Pay nothing for 60 days with our finance deals


 Whether you're in the market for a vehicle upgrade, or you're still mulling it over, you'll want to know that you can get the best used ca ...
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What happens during a minor service?


  What Happens During a Minor Service?  When it comes to keeping your vehicle in tip-top condition, regular servicing shoul ...
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CarDealer Used Car Awards 2020 Nominee


The Car Dealer Magazine Used Car Awards ceremony kicks off in February, and we are delighted to have been nominated in the top ten candidates for b ...
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Buying a van warranty - is it worth it?


If 2020 has taught us anything, it is that life can be unpredictable and none of us know what's around the corner. This is true in more ways than o ...
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Do I need GAP insurance?


All too often, buying a vehicle can be a confusing process, not least due to the array of extra financial products you may be offered alongside yo ...
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How to sell your car to Carbase


Thinking of selling your car or van? Here at Carbase, we pride ourselves on giving our valued customers complete transparency together with unrival ...
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How many cars were written off or stolen in 2019?


They're both nightmare scenarios for a car owner - losing one of your most prized possessions to a car thief or finding that it's been written off ...
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Is RAC car warranty any good?


None of us know what's around the corner, which is true in more ways than one when it comes to vehicle ownership. A fault in even a seemingly unimp ...
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Our Top 10 Family Cars


As one of the most popular and versatile car types, the family used car market is never short on variety. From hatchbacks to SUVs, MPVs to estates ...
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How many cars break down each year?


 Many of us have been there - a warning light starts to blink and before you know it, your car is rumbling to a halt. Maybe you've got behind t ...
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5x Highly Rated Customer Service!


5x Highly Rated Customer Service!  In 2020 we were awarded with the Auto Trader 'Highly Rated' badge, and not just for one Store... but ...
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Road Tax Changes 2020 - What Will I Pay?


Road Tax in 2020 - What Has Changed? Road/car tax tends to go up every year, and 2020 is no different. The amount of road tax you will pay th ...
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A visual guide to checking your tyre pressure


In most vehicles, the tyre pressure warning light looks like the yellow icon below. It will come on when the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS ...
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Should I Buy a Used Hybrid


Should I Buy A Used Hybrid?With many of us trying to find ways to reduce our impact on the environment, a sustainable drive and optimum fuel effi ...
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Reserve and collect your next car


Reserve and collect your next carWhat is reserve and collect?Carbase are pleased to introduce the new reserve and collect function to help make ...
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Carbase Home Delivery


Until drones are powerful enough to fly your next car to you - which yes, that would be cool! - Carbase home deliveries will come via truck, or ...
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Carbase Hats on 4 Ben


Hats on 4 Ben!It's happening! " Hats on 4 Ben " is taking place during Mental Health Awareness Week 2020 - 18th-24th May - to raise ...
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Staying Safe


Carbase StoresCarbase | Vanbase are thrilled to give you a warm welcome back! The following stores are open and are taking appointment bookings f ...
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What is HP finance?


HP Finance Explained  With a commitment to trust and transparency, we here at Carbase pride ourselves on clear and concise customer serv ...
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Asking Our Facebook Followers the Important Questions


We love a good poll, it's so interesting to get everyone involved and learn what makes us tick! Through our Facebook channel we post numerous polls ...
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Our ultimate guide to hybrids


Labradoodles. Camera phones. Romantic comedies. Many of the best things in life aren't one thing, but two - combined to make the best of both in o ...
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What is PCP finance?


PCP Finance Explained  Here at Carbase, we understand that vehicle finance can be confusing, especially if you're in the market for your ...
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What is negative equity in car finance?


Car finance is a route to vehicle ownership that enables many to drive away in a safe, modern and reliable car or van that they love.One of the ...
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A guide to AdBlue


Over the years, significant efforts have been made to introduce stricter emission regulations throughout the car industry, in a bid to improve air ...
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Feeder Commercials Join Vanbase Bristol


 View our Vans  >  We are proud to announce that the experienced team at FeederCommercials.co.uk have now joined the Carbase | V ...
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Bristol Royal Hospital for Children Charity Timeline


Acquiring funds for essential equipment and services can be a never ending puzzle, so it fills our hearts with joy to be able to help add the ...
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How to get a car or van with bad credit


There's nothing worse than falling in love with your dream used car or used van and then being turned down because you've got bad credit.Howeve ...
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Carbase Christmas Ball 2019


A Huge Thank You to Team Carbase! As another year draws to a close the Carbase team were in full festive swing, glammed up and ready to strut ...
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Our ultimate guide to the Ford Transit Custom


Here in the UK, we love the Ford Transit Custom. It's officially the best-selling van of 2019, with 34,690 sold between January and August. It's in ...
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How to finance a car the right way


Financing a Car the Right Way  Vehicle finance is a hugely popular way to buy a used car or van. A recent report from the Finance and Le ...
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A guide to start-stop technology


You may have heard the term start-stop technology when shopping for or discussing cars, but what exactly is it and how does it work? In this blog, ...
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Finding the right budget for car finance


When it comes to buying a used car on finance, you want to be sure you can afford the payments. You need to know how much you can afford to pay bac ...
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Buying your first van from Vanbase


Here at Vanbase, we make buying your first van a quick, simple and hassle-free process. We will have you on the road in your very own used van in n ...
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Best Small Cars 2019


The small car market is extremely competitive, with more and more people looking for a compact car that offers both functionality and style. It's n ...
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Carbase Lympsham Mo Bros raising awareness for men's health


 These fabulous Mo Bros at our Lympsham Store are raising awareness and funding for men's health this Movember!Since 2003 Movember has ...
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Do you have the right van insurance?


Do You Have the Right Insurance for Your Van? Insurance. We all have to have it. Before you take any vehicle on the road, you need to make s ...
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Best vans for fuel economy


The mileage you get for a full tank is an important consideration for anyone looking for their next used van. For business customers in particular, ...
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Carbase Take Home Digital Initiative of the Year Glory!


Carbase Take Home Digital Initiative of the Year Glory! This was the first year of the Motor Trader Independent Awards and it went off with a ...
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What to expect from a test drive


Book Your Unaccompanied Test Drive Today!  Choosing a new car or van is exciting, but before you go ahead and make any final decisions, you ...
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What are vehicle running stats?


When choosing your new car, it's important to check the vehicle running stats to know how the car will run and if it's right for you. Here at Carba ...
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The fund pot is lovingly filling up for the NICU department at St Michaels Hospital


Ohhhhh, we're halfway there!This year everything was in full summer spirit at the Carbase BBQ! The Steel Band had the mood set with their mel ...
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Apple CarPlay & Android Auto Explained


Apple CarPlay and Android Auto ExplainedHandsfree on another level... this amazing feature is available on selected cars and vans and allows you ...
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The best vans for tradespeople


If you are a tradesman, one of the most important tools for the job is having the right vehicle. Whether you are a one-man band or form part of a w ...
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CarGurus Return to Carbase Bristol for Round 2 of Filming


CarGurus return to Carbase Bristol for another round of used car reviews Earlier this year the guys from CarGurus came to our Bristol store and ...
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Business Initiative Winners at Auto Trader Retailer Awards 2019


The awards just keep on coming! We are delighted to announce that Carbase, for a second year running, has taken home the glory for 'Business Ini ...
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What are the Main Types of Vans?


What are the main van types?Choosing a used van that's the right type for your business or for your personal use is an important task. You need t ...
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Boom! Double Win at the 2019 Motor Trader Industry Awards for Carbase!


Multi-Award Winning Used Car Retailer of the Year! This year's Motor Trader Industry Awards were held at London's swanky Grosvenor House Hotel, ...
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The Carbase | Vanbase Vehicle Appraisal Measure


 Here at Carbase | Vanbase we strive to ensure that we are transparent within all areas of our business, which allows us to create trust an ...
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Jobs at Carbase


  Achieving excellence in all aspects is imperative for us to earn our reputation and gain the trust and confidence of our customers. ...
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Top-Notch Customer Service


Top-Notch Customer Service What could be better than providing an enjoyable and memorable customer experience? ... Reading all of your wonder ...
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HP vs PCP - Which type of car finance is best?


HP vs PCP Finance It's time to upgrade your run-around to something more suited to your current lifestyle and needs, but what's the best way ...
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What's the difference between a soft credit search and applying for vehicle finance?


Soft search vs applying for vehicle finance: What's the difference? Are you keen to get behind the wheel of your next vehicle, but concerned abou ...
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Buying a commercial van


Finding Your Next Commercial Van When your business uses a van to transport passengers, carry out services and/or deliver products, you need ...
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New Shirts All Around For Lympsham & Belvedere Cricket Club


New Shirts All Around For Lympsham & Belvedere Cricket Club Here at Carbase we are proud to support our local community! We recently began sp ...
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Service With A Smile


Service With A SmileWe're passionate about providing a satisfying and memorable Customer experience at Carbase, which makes it all the more sweet ...
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Rob-Bot amazes customers by predicting their next car!


Customers mind blown as mystic Rob-Bot predicts their next car!We could tell you it's just magic, but we have a feeling you'll want to know more a ...
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Benefits of the Carbase Owners' Club


When you buy a vehicle from Carbase, you get far more than a fantastic used car or van. Purchasing your new set of wheels from us also gives you t ...
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CarGurus film at Carbase Bristol


CarGurus film their used car reviews at the Carbase Bristol BranchWe were delighted to have the CarGuru's crew at our Bristol Store on Monday for ...
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Egg-citing News for the Bristol Royal Children's Hospital


Carbase raise funds for Bristol Children's Hospital with an additional sweet touch! Here at Carbase we are passionate about giving back t ...
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Sell your car to Carbase in three easy steps


We Want Your Car or Van!Quick & Easy &##8226; No Hidden Fees!Value Your CarBuying a new car, even a second-hand one, can be an expensi ...
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Vanbase Bristol Joining Carbase Group


Vanbase Bristol Joining Carbase Group  Earlier this year we were awarded the 'Most Improved Dealership' trophy at the 2019 AM awards, ...
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Weston College Apprenticeship Open Evening


Weston College Apprenticeship Open Evening 2019  On Thursday 7th March we attended the Weston College Apprenticeship Open Evening, he ...
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How To Get Pre Approved For Car Finance


Five easy steps for getting pre-approved for car finance Buying a used car is a big investment and for many people, the first step is working ...
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Paving The Way For Apprentices


Paving The Way For Apprentices As part of our ongoing relationship with Weston-super-Mare College we recently hosted twelve students at an in ...
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We are a credit broker and not a lender. We can introduce you to a limited number of lenders and their finance products. We are not an independent financial advisor and we act as their agent for this introduction. We may advise you on the products, subject to your personal circumstances, though you are not obliged to take our advice or recommendation. We do not charge you a fee for our services. Whichever lender we introduce you to, we will typically receive commission from them (either a fixed fee or a fixed percentage of the amount you borrow). For your reassurance, all of the lenders we work with could pay commission at different rates, but the commission we receive does not influence the interest rate you will pay. Our aim is to secure finance for you at the lowest interest rate you are eligible for from our panel of lenders. If you ask us what the amount of commission is, we will tell you in good time before the Finance agreement is executed. All finance applications are subject to status, terms and conditions apply, UK residents only, 18's or over. Guarantees may be required.








Representative Example - 13.9% APR - £0 No Deposit
Borrowing £4,999 over 60 Months. APR of 13.9%, an annual fixed interest rate of 6.8% and a deposit of £0. The amount payable would be £113.84 per month with 1 final payment of £123.84. A total amount repayable of £6,840.40.
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Make
Abarth
Alfa Romeo
Audi
BMW
Citroen
Cupra
Dacia
Ds
Fiat
Ford
Honda
Hyundai
Jaguar
Jeep
Kia
Land Rover
Lexus
Mazda
Mercedes-Benz
Mg Motor Uk
MINI
Mitsubishi
Nissan
Peugeot
Polestar
Renault
SEAT
Skoda
Suzuki
Tesla
Toyota
Vauxhall
Volkswagen
Volvo





Model
595
Giulietta
MiTo
A1
A3
A4
A4 Allroad
A4 Avant
A5
A6
A6 Avant
A7
E-Tron
Q2
Q3
Q5
Q7
SQ5
TT
1 Series
2 Series
3 Series
4 Series
5 Series
i3
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
Berlingo
C1
C3
C3 Aircross
C4 Cactus
C4 Picasso
GRAND C4 PICASSO
Grand C4 Spacetourer
Ateca
Born
Duster
Logan
Sandero Stepway
DS 3
DS 7
500
500X
Panda
B-MAX
C-MAX
Ecosport
Edge
Fiesta
Fiesta Vignale
Focus
Galaxy
Grand C-Max
KA
KA+
Kuga
Mondeo
Mondeo Vignale
Puma
S-MAX
Tourneo Custom
Civic
CR-V
HONDA E
HR-V
Jazz
i10
i20
i30
i40
Ioniq
IONIQ 5
Kona
Santa Fe
Tucson
E-Pace
F-Pace
I-Pace
XE
XF
Compass
Renegade
Ceed
E-NIRO
Niro
Optima
Picanto
Pro Ceed
Rio
Sorento
Sportage
Stinger
Venga
Xceed
Discovery Sport
Range Rover Evoque
Range Rover Sport
Range Rover Velar
NX
RX
UX
2
3
5
6
CX-3
CX-30
CX-5
MX-5
A CLASS
B CLASS
C CLASS
CLA
CLS
E CLASS
EQB
EQC
GLA
GLC
GLE
S CLASS
MG4
ZS
Clubman
Convertible
Cooper
Countryman
HATCHBACK
Mirage
Outlander
Shogun
Shogun Sport
Juke
Leaf
Micra
Pulsar
Qashqai
Qashqai+2
X-Trail
108
2008
208
3008
308
5008
Partner Tepee
Rifter
Traveller
2
Captur
Clio
Grand Modus
Grand Scenic
Kadjar
Koleos
Megane
MEGANE E-TECH
Scenic
Alhambra
Arona
Ateca
Ibiza
Leon
Mii
Tarraco
Citigo
Fabia
Kamiq
Karoq
Kodiaq
Octavia
Superb
Yeti
Yeti Outdoor
Ignis
Swace
Swift
SX4 S-Cross
Vitara
Model 3
Model S
Auris
Avensis
Aygo
C-HR
Corolla
Proace Verso
Rav 4
RAV4
Yaris
Yaris Cross
Adam
Astra
Corsa
Crossland X
Grandland X
GTC
Insignia
Mokka
Mokka X
Viva
Vivaro Life
Zafira
Beetle
Golf
Golf Plus
Golf SV
ID.3
Passat
Polo
Scirocco
Sharan
T-Cross
Tiguan
Touran
Transporter Shuttle
UP
S60
S90
V40
V60
V90
XC40
XC60
XC90











Full price
Monthly	

	


Budget
£100
£150
£200
£250
£300
£350
£400+








Deposit
£0
£500
£1,000
£2,000
£3,000
£4,000
£5,000
£6,000
£7,000
£8,000
£9,000
£10,000
£12,500
£15,000





Term
24 months - 2 years
30 months
36 months - 3 years
42 months
48 months - 4 years
54 months
60 months - 5 years





Credit score
Poor
Average
Good
Very Good
Excellent









Min price
£0
£1,000
£1,500
£2,000
£2,500
£3,000
£3,500
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£4,500
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£50,000
£60,000
£70,000
£80,000
£90,000





Max price
£1,000
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£3,000
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£4,000
£4,500
£5,000
£6,000
£7,000
£8,000
£9,000
£10,000
£11,000
£12,000
£13,000
£14,000
£15,000
£16,000
£17,000
£18,000
£19,000
£20,000
£22,500
£25,000
£27,500
£30,000
£32,500
£35,000
£37,500
£40,000
£50,000
£60,000
£70,000
£80,000
£90,000
£100,000








Vehicle Type

First Cars


City and Small Cars


3 Door Hatchbacks


Coupe and Sports Cars


Convertible Cars


4 Door Saloon & Executive Cars


5 Door Hatchbacks


Estate Cars


MPV & People Carriers


7 Seats


4x4 & SUV


Performance Cars


Pickup


Double Cab


Low Tax Cars


Family Cars


Electric & Hybrid Cars


ULEZ Cars






Fuel Type
Diesel
Petrol
Hybrid
Electric





Gearbox
Manual
Automatic





Mileage
Up to 10,000 miles
Up to 20,000 miles
Up to 30,000 miles
Up to 40,000 miles
Up to 50,000 miles
Up to 60,000 miles
Up to 70,000 miles
Up to 80,000 miles
Up to 90,000 miles
Up to 100,000 miles
Up to 110,000 miles
Up to 120,000 miles
Up to 130,000 miles
Up to 140,000 miles
Up to 150,000 miles
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Improve Your Experience

We have detected you are using an outdated and unsupported
 web browser. We recommend upgrading to improve your
 experience.

Please choose from a web browser below:


Download Chrome
Download Firefox
Download Edge










